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Pontoon Assembly Instructions
and manual. Read before using hoist.
For Models 32BL18, 32BL22, 32BL25 and 42BL28

Model 32BL22 Shown
Proudly Made in Michigan
By
NuCraft Metal Products
402 Southline Rd.
Roscommon, MI 48653
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This manual has been created to help you in the assembly process. Every effort has been made to simplify the
process. Should you have any questions please contact your dealer for help. If needed the dealer will contact
the factory and have one of our experts call and assist you.
Please read this manual completely before beginning. This will help you get an understanding of how best to
complete the job.
Make sure you have all needed tools before you begin. It will cut down on the frustration level! (see list below)
This hoist can be put together by yourself, however we recommend you enlist the help of a friend.
If you have purchased an optional power assist ask your dealer for installation instructions. Improper installation may result in hoist failure and possible personal injury.
Tool List: 3/8,1/2,9/16 wrenches -3/8” drive sockets of same size-3/8” drive ratchet and 4” extension-regular
and phillips screwdrivers-hammer-adjustable pliers and wrench (1-1/4” open end wrench works too). If you
have a well stocked tool box you probably have what’s needed in sets.

Craftlander Pontoon Lift in use.

The photos in this manual are those of a 32BL25. The quantity of parts for your hoist may vary depending on
the model purchased. The assembly process is the same for all Craftlander Pontoon Hoist.
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Pontoon Assembly Instructions
A 32BL25 is shown, the number of parts required for your hoist will vary depending on model purchased.
Layout all parts to make sure you have everything needed to assemble your hoist. Refer to the assembly drawing in the bolt bag for parts list. Once you have don this find a level spot to put the hoist together.
Lay the 2 side panels on the ground as shown.

Back

Front
Next lay the pontoon stands between the side panels making sure the stand with the “V” shape is the one in the
back as shown in the picture below. Note: Back “V” stand V shape points down. Other stands can be installed
either end up.

Rear pontoon stand

Once this is done find the pontoon spreader (part gg) four ½” x 3” bolts, four ½” flat washers and four ½”
nuts. Place the spreader between the side panel uprights and align the bolt holes in the spreader with the ones
on the upright portion of the side panels. Put the ½” flat washers on the bolt then insert thru the side panel and
spreader putting the ½” nut on the inside. Finger tighten the nuts as you will be removing some of them later
on.
Do one side at a time. When completed the side
panels will stand upright on their own.

Pontoon spreader (part gg)
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Next get the 1/2” x 5 1/2” hex head bolts, 1/2” flat washers and 1/2” lock nuts form the bolt bag. These are
used to bolt the stands to the side panels. Two of each required for every stand. Washers go behind side panel
stand.
Insert the 1/2” x 5 1/2” bolt thru the side panel then put the washer on before inserting the bolt thru the stand.
Install the 1/2” lock nut hand tight only. Repeat this procedure for all the stands.
1/2” washer

1/2” Lock nut goes here

Now find the pontoon stand extensions (part ff), two are required for each stand. You will need 1/2” x 3” hex
head bolts and 1/2” nuts. One of each per extension.

Part ff

This distance must be equal on all stands. These are adjustable, check your
water depth.

Make sure the distance between from the top of the stand to the top of
the stand extensions is the same otherwise you won’t be able to properly install the pontoon rails. Insert the 1/2” x 3” bolt thru from the
outside, install and tighten the 1/2” nut.
Locate the two pontoon stop blocks (part LL), two 3/8” x 4” hex head bolts and two 3/8” whiz nuts (they are
the ones that have a serrated washer attached). Install the blocks, bolts and whiz nuts as shown.
Pontoon stop blocks (part LL)
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Locate the pontoon rails (part ee), 1/2” x 3 1/4” hex head bolts and 1/2” lock nuts. Two of each needed for
every stand. Raise the front stand until it touches the pontoon stop blocks, tie off with rope to the pontoon
spreader. Leave the other stands flat on the ground until later.
Pontoon spreader

Pontoon stop block

Place the front of the pontoon rail on the front stand as shown. The front of the rail is the end with the aluminum plates welded closest to the end. Align with the holes in the pontoon stand extension, insert the 1/2” x 3
1/4” bolt thru the rail clips and extension from the outside, hand tighten the 1/2” lock nut. Repeat this for the
other rail.

Lift the back of the pontoon rail up and swing the rear stand up until the holes in the stand align with the holes
in the pontoon rail. Bolt the rails and stand together as you did in the last step. When finished your hoist will
look like the picture below.

Swing up
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Swing the remaining stands up and align the holes, inserting the 1/2” x 3 1/4” bolts and 1/2” lock nuts as you
go. When finished your hoist will look like the picture. (Remember, the total amount of stands needed for your
hoist will vary depending on the model purchased.)

32BL25 shown
You are now ready to install the winch/wheel assembly. Begin by laying out all the parts. (Refer to the component drawing for part names and quantities)

Pontoon arm and brace

DL Winch

Pontoon block

Shaft hub and extension shaft
30” Wheel

Attach the pontoon arm brace to the narrow end of the pontoon arm with a 3/8” x 1” hex head bolt and 3/8”
whiz nut. Refer to the picture below.

Locate two 5/16 x 3 1/2 hex head bolts, two 5/16” lock nuts and the black plastic
Pontoon block. Attach as shown and tighten. Now locate the two 3/8” x 6” hex
Head bolts and two 3/8” whiz nuts. Place the pontoon arm on the side panel upright and insert the bolts from the back side. You can put the wheel on either side
as needed. Make sure you put one of the bolts thru the brace. Mount the winch by
putting one of the bolts thru the slot on the back side of the winch and the other
thru the center of the three holes. Install the whiz nuts and tighten. Refer to pictures on next page for winch installation.
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Pontoon arm installation.

Winch installation.

Bolt tightening procedure.

Make sure threaded shaft faces
same direction as pontoon arm.
Brake Pad

Thread shaft hub as shown making sure the cross drilled
hole faces away from the winch. Tighten hub until it
comes in contact with the brake pad. Use the 5/16” x 1/2”
hex head bolt and 5/16” flat washer to secure the hub to
the winch shaft. Put bolt & washer inside of shaft hub and
tighten to winch. Do not use spring, washer, bolt or steel
spacer that comes in winch box.

Shaft hub
Winch shaft extension

Slide winch shaft extension thru
black pontoon block on end of
pontoon arm and insert into shaft
hub as shown. Use one 5/16” x
2” hex head bolt and 5/16” lock
nut to secure shaft to hub.
Tighten with socket and wrench.

5/16” x 2”
Bolt goes thru here.

Install 7/8” jam nut on shaft then thread 30” wheel on being careful nut to go to far so shaft breaks thru decal.
Hold wheel and use adjustable pliers or a 1-1/4” wrench to tighten jam nut against wheel hub. This prevents the
wheel from spinning off when lowering hoist. (You can’t over tighten!)
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Next find the two 1/2” x 4” and two 1/2” x 6” eye bolts with pulley’s attached, pontoon lift cable , four 1/2”
lock nuts and four 1/2” flat washers. You will also need the small package of a bolt and clamp that came with
the winch.

Eye bolt

Looped cable
end

Lift cable

Cable clamp & bolt

Remove the top spreader bolt opposite the winch side and slide looped cable
end over the bolt and reinstall. Let the other end of the cable fall on the
ground. Next install the two 1/2” x 6” pulley assemblies on the side panel upright by sliding a 1/2” flat washer then put thru holes in upright using another
flat washer and a 1/2” lock nut, hand tighten only. Repeat this for the other
side. Now install the 1/2” x 4” pulley assemblies on the front stand using the
same procedure as on the other pulley’s. Refer to the pictures below and the
component drawing as needed.

Front of hoist

Cable feeds straight thru pulley and not twisted.
Refer to picture above. If twisted hoist may not
work properly.
Side panel upright pulley installation
1/2 x 6 Pulley Assemblies

Front stand pulley installation
1/2 x 4 Pulley Assemblies

To route the lift cable do the following: Thread the end of the cable thru the pulley attached to the front stand
then back to the pulley on the side panel upright. Go across to the other pulley on the side panel upright then to
the pulley on the front stand. What’s left will be used at the winch, DO NOT CUT OFF!
1/2 x 6 Pulley
Winch
assemblies here
Looped end of cable

1/2 x 4 Pulley’s here

Pulley’s

Front stand
(Routing will be opposite hand if winch on other side)
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Before attaching cable to winch stretch it out to check for any kinks and to make sure it’s not tangled.
Step 1

Step 2

Install the cable clamp assembly using the square hole on the side of the
winch. Only thread nut on just far enough to prevent clamp from coming
off. Put free end of cable thru hole in side of winch below the clamp push
cable thru one side of the clamp, make a large loop then push cable back
thru the other side of the clamp. Carefully pull the loop out as shown in
step 4. Leave the end about 1” beyond the clamp then tighten securely.
Sometimes it’s difficult to do this, be patient and it will work.

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5
Now grab the cable with a gloved hand and turn the wheel in the up (counter clockwise) direction. Guide the
cable across the cable drum making sure one strand doesn’t overlap another. When you have reached the other
side of the cable drum the cable will start winding itself back to the opposite side. Continue to guide the cable
until all excess cable has been wound up in the winch. The cable should now be tight at the pulleys.
It’s time to tighten all the bolts that you left finger tight during the assembly process. Start at the winch/wheel
assembly continuing on to the spreader then the pulleys. Do not tighten the bolts so much that they bend the
aluminum tubes. The bolts that attach the pontoon stands to the side panels should only be snug as they are a
pivot point and need to be free enough to operate properly. Same goes for the bolts that attach the pontoon rails
to the stand extensions. When you get to the back of the hoist stop and operate the winch up and down to make
sure everything works ok. Recheck all bolts for proper tightness. The last thing to do is to install the pontoon
rollers in the pontoon rails. Refer to the next page for the proper procedure.
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Find the two pontoon roller assemblies as shown at the left. You will also need
two 3/8” x 2 1/2” hex head bolts and two 3/8” whiz nuts. Insert one roller assembly into the back of the pontoon rail with the open side to your right as you
are facing the front of the hoist. Insert the 3/8 x 3 1/2 bolt thru from the outside
of the hoist and tighten securely. The nut must face the inside of the hoist to
prevent damage to your pontoon. Repeat for other side. (See picture below)
Pontoon Roller Assembly

Outside of hoist.

The rollers are intended to help prevent damage to your pontoon while putting your boat on and off the hoist. Use extreme
caution during these operations. First time users should seek
experienced help.

Congratulations you have successfully assembled one of the finest pontoon lifts on the market. Your Craftlander hoist has been constructed for years of trouble free use. Some simple maintenance steps is all that is
needed.
1). Inspect the lift cable for fraying or any other damage every time you use your hoist.
2). Check pulley’s for proper operation.
3). Check bolt tightness and wear. Retighten or replace as needed.
4). Inspect the wood on the top of the pontoon rails, replace as needed.
5). Operate the winch up and down to check for proper operation.
The above steps should be done every time you use your hoist and before you put your hoist in the water in the
spring and when you take it out in the fall.

DO NOT RAISE OR LOWER HOIST WITH PEOPLE ON THE PONTOON BOAT
Overloading will result causing serious damage to the hoist and your boat.
This hoist is only intended to support your boat. Do not allow people on board when
hoist is in use.
If you have any questions or need replacement parts please contact your dealer for help.
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These stickers are similar to ones on the hoist wheel and column. Wheel brake works when cranking in the up direction
only.
Stickers say:
Failure to follow below instructions will result in uncontrolled
spin down and possible personal injury and or hoist damage.
Lift wheel must be turned clockwise for lifting. Do not raise
hoist by turning wheel counter clock wise/down direction. Possible personal injury and or hoist damage may result.
DO NOT work or play around or under hoist with boat in.
Do NOT leave hoist unattended without first securing
Column
wheel.
sticker
DO NOT reach through hoist wheel serious personal injury
may result.
DO NOT attempt to stop spinning wheel. Serious injury may

Wheel sticker

